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Priest accused of sex with minor moved often, once
counseled troubled youths

A priest charged with having sex with a 15-year-old boy was reassigned 15
times by the Diocese of Scranton over a 25-year ministry that grew out of a
career counseling troubled youths.

The Rev. William Jeffery Paulish, 56, 450 Third St., Blakely, was appointed
as a primary therapist at Lourdesmont, a facility for troubled teenage boys and
girls, in December 1983.

The Rev. Paulish was caught by Penn State Worthington Scranton security in
his red 2009 Toyota Venza with a 15-year-old Thursday night. The boy did
not have pants on and both later admitted to performing sex acts, police said.

The Rev. Paulish was ordained in the Diocese of Scranton in 1988. His first
assignment was as an assistant pastor at Our Lady of the Snows in Clarks
Summit from Sept. 9, 1988, to June 19, 1991. Previously, he worked at
Lourdesmont and at a guidance clinic in Massachusetts. Phone messages to
Lourdesmont were not returned.

As a priest, he had five reassignments in his first 5½ years, ending up as
chaplain at Little Flower Manor in Wilkes-Barre from Jan. 24, 1994, until July
4, 2000, the most stable period of his career, according to information
provided by the diocese.

Over the next 13 years the Rev. Paulish was moved another nine times.

He spent two years and one month on three separate leaves of absence. Two
were accounted for by the diocese as health-related. The reason for the other
was not specified.

The diocese did not respond to an emailed request to explain why the Rev.
Paulish was moved so frequently, and the reason for the unexplained leave.
Efforts to reach diocesan community affairs manager Daniel Gallagher by
telephone were unsuccessful.

In a news release, Mr. Gallagher said the Rev. Paulish was removed from his
assignment as assistant pastor at Prince of Peace Parish in Old Forge, and he
can no longer serve as a priest. He pledged the diocese's assistance to police
investigating the Rev. Paulish.

"Upon being notified of this incident, the cleric was immediately removed
from his assignment and his faculties to exercise priestly ministry were
suspended," Mr. Gallagher wrote.

Penn State Worthington Scranton security guards thought the car suspicious
when they saw it Thursday. It was around 9 p.m. and the red Toyota was
parked near the tennis courts, so they called Dunmore police.

When police arrived, they discovered the teen was not wearing pants. At first,
the Rev. Paulish claimed he had been meandering around the campus, stuck
on a homily he was crafting. He met the boy by chance and tried to counsel
him, as he was in emotional distress, he explained. While at Lourdesmont, the
future priest's responsibilities included meeting with adolescents on a weekly
basis to help them identify and deal with their problems, develop coping
mechanisms and face daily challenges.

At Dunmore police headquarters later Thursday night, the Rev. Paulish
changed his story.

He admitted posting an online advertisement in the "Casual Encounters"
section of Craigslist looking for companionship, police said.
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The teen emailed him anonymously and they agreed to meet in the parking lot.
The priest told police he asked the teen three times if he was 18 years old. When looking at male pornography, he said he
prefers men between 18 and 35 years old, but also admitted he has viewed "twink" pornography.

Police say "twink" pornography involves teen boys performing sex acts in varying degrees of nudity.

In the car, the priest and the teen both removed their pants and performed sex acts on each other, police said.

The Times-Tribune does not identify victims of sexual assault.

The teenager was interviewed at the Children's Advocacy Center of Northeast Pennsylvania and said he performed oral sex
on the Rev. Paulish.

Lackawanna County detectives Chris Kolcharno and Justin Leri served three search warrants Friday. One was served on the
priest's Dell computer and Droid Motorola Razr cellphone. Another was served to retrieve bodily fluids from the Toyota,
police said. Another was served to collect DNA from the Rev. Paulish.

Scranton Bishop Joseph C. Bambera requested the faithful join him in prayer for the victim and those impacted by sexual
abuse.

"I wish to acknowledge how unsettling this is to me personally and to countless others, that yet again a priest has been
involved in such inappropriate, immoral and illegal behavior," Bishop Bambera said in a statement.

The Rev. Paulish is charged with involuntary deviate sexual intercourse with a person under 16, indecent assault of a person
under 16, indecent exposure, corruption of minors and unlawful contact. He was sent to Lackawanna County Prison in lieu of
$50,000 bail. A preliminary hearing is scheduled for Wednesday.

The Lackawanna County district attorneys office and the diocese are both asking that anyone who may have had similar
contact with Rev. Paulish come forward to investigators by calling 570-963-6717 or local law enforcement.

Contact the writer: jkohut@timesshamrock.com, @jkohutTT on TwitterThe Reverend William Jeffery Paulish's Assignments

n Ordained: September 3, 1988

n Assistant Pastor: Our Lady of the Snows, Clarks Summit, from Sept. 9, 1988 - June 19, 1991

n Assistant Pastor: Annunciation, Williamsport, from June 20, 1991 - Jan. 14, 1992

n Assistant Pastor: St. Cecilia's, Exeter, from Jan. 15, 1992 - June 21, 1992

n Assistant Pastor: Most Precious Blood, Hazleton, from June 22, 1992 - July 6, 1993

n Assistant Pastor: Sacred Heart, Peckville, from July 7, 1993 - Jan. 23, 1994

n Chaplain: Little Flower Manor, Wilkes-Barre, from January 24, 1994 - July 4, 2000

n Pastor: St. Francis Xavier, Friendsville, St. Pat's, Middletown, and St. Thomas the Apostle, Little Meadows, from July 5,
2000 - July 5, 2004

n Leave of Absence for Reasons of Health from July 6, 2004 - Nov. 9, 2004

n Assistant Pastor: St. Joseph's, Minooka, Immaculate Conception and St. John the Baptist, Taylor, from Nov. 10, 2004 -
June 28, 2005

n Chaplain: St. Mary's Villa, Elmhurst, from June 29, 2005 - Sept. 12, 2005

n Assistant Pastor: St. Patrick's, Scranton, from Sept. 13, 2005 - Nov. 8, 2005

n Leave of Absence November 9, 2005 - March 24, from 2006

n Residence: St. Cecilia, Exeter, from March 24, 2006 - Oct. 11, 2006

n Assistant Pastor: St. Mary's, Old Forge, from Oct. 11, 2006 - July 8, 2008

n Administrator: St. Elizabeth, Bear Creek, from July 9, 2008 - July 6, 2011

n Pastor: St. Elizabeth, Bear Creek, from July 7, 2010 - July 10, 2011

n Leave of Absence for Reasons of Health from July 11, 2011 - Aug. 5, 2012

n Assistant Pastor: Holy Cross, Olyphant, from Aug. 6, 2012 - Nov. 14, 2012

n Leave of Absence for Reasons of Health, from Nov. 15, 2012 - July 14, 2013

n Assistant Pastor: Prince of Peace, Old Forge, from July 15, 2013 - September 20, 2013

n Leave of Absence Pending Investigation of Sexual Misconduct with a Minor, from Sept. 20, 2013 - present

Information provided by the Diocese of Scranton.
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Reply

Aunt Fran •  3 days ago

Another pedophile hiding behind his religion.

Make an example of him and throw him into the general population in jail.

I think those men will be willing to teach the assistant pastor the error of his ways.

What the hell is wrong with these people?
  25△  1▽  

Reply

NOTABOVETHELAWII  •  2 days ago>  Aunt Fran

Better yet, how about shuffling him around from prison to prison like the diocese did and
he can try to help the troubled in there !!

  7△ ▽  

Reply

GeorgeJetson1  •  2 days ago>  NOTABOVETHELAWII

Yes, he can start in the general population at Graterford.
  5△ ▽  

Reply

neil allen  •  3 days ago>  Aunt Fran

Its part of the Catholic religion.
  13△  12▽  

Reply

HalDonahue  •  3 days ago>  Aunt Fran

So you think prison rape is fair retaliation? Prisons have far too much oppression
already. Give this Bishop and this diocese a chance to do right. As the story indicates,
the bishop is doing his best. This is a new sheriff in town; how he acts will matter. FYI: I
am most definitely not a Catholic.

  5△  7▽  

Reply

neil allen  •  3 days ago>  HalDonahue

The bishop isn't "doing his best", unless you believe he is "doing his best" to
protecting his pedophile pals.

A quick Google search on his name will show that he was moved around to a lot
of parishes, which is what the Catholic church has ALWAYS done with their
known pedophile priests. The news said he was on "medical leave" previously,
which is what the Catholic church says when they know that a priest has raped
previous children and is in psychological rehab for pedophilia.

  18△  4▽  

MsRarelyWrong  •  2 days ago>  neil allen

I actually think I remember this creep when he was at Our Lady of Snows
up in Clarks Summit. HA ... even the "Abingtons" are no longer immune
from this crap. They've been infected, now, too. Hey, speaking of
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Reply

from this crap. They've been infected, now, too. Hey, speaking of
"infections" ... Who needs these fake "zombie" events to "Infect
Scranton," ... we have REAL INFECTIONS taking place ... by allowing
pedophiles like this to run loose for decades!! And he was a counselor at
Lourdesmont? Wonderful!!! Just wonderful!! (sheeeez)

  8△ ▽  

Reply

Aunt Fran  •  3 days ago>  HalDonahue

I don't know where you got the idea of prison rape from my post. Might it just be
what you have floating around in your mind?

I was referring to a few slaps upside the pastors head to make him think twice
about molesting another under aged boy.

No one will make me believe that at the age of 56, this is the first time this man
has ever engaged in such disgusting behavior with minor children.

I doubt it's his first rodeo.

I'm sure the church has looked the other way for decades on this perv.
  12△  4▽  

Reply

HalDonahue  •  3 days ago>  Aunt Fran

No, inmates identified as child molesters are often violently raped/killed in
prison - they are the lowest of the low What did you think would happen?

  4△  1▽  

Reply

GeorgeJetson1  •  2 days ago>  HalDonahue

And that's exactly what deserves to happen to them.
  7△ ▽  

Reply

bobbyjeck  •  2 days ago>  HalDonahue

And what is wrong with this? Pedophilia is the lowest of the low. The
world can use less of this human trash.

  6△ ▽  

Reply

HalDonahue  •  2 days ago>  bobbyjeck

We all lose our humanity when revenge replaces justice - this is what is
wrong with it.

  7△  3▽  

Reply

Aunt Fran  •  3 days ago>  HalDonahue

It appears you know volumes more about prisons and child molesters
than I do..

I don't feel the need or want you to share any more of your knowledge
with me.

  2△  1▽  

Reply

HalDonahue  •  2 days ago>  Aunt Fran

then perhaps you should think before you post reality can be a challenging
thing

  5△  4▽  

Reply

Aunt Fran  •  2 days ago>  HalDonahue

The think before you post is funny coming from you.

I have read some of the crap you spew, so I think you may want to follow
your own advice.

  5△  2▽  
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Reply  5△  2▽  

Reply

MsRarelyWrong  •  2 days ago>  HalDonahue

For someone who continues to proclaim his "non-Catholic" status, you sure do
seem to always try to justify the local church's backward-thinking and worn-out
excuses.

  4△  1▽  

Reply

HalDonahue  •  2 days ago>  MsRarelyWrong

Hardly always but I do try to give them a chance. The nuns and many
priests do an exceptional job on the streets and in the trenches

  3△  4▽  

Reply

Xaridia  •  15 hours ago>  HalDonahue

LOL, you can't really be that stupid & still be able to remember how to breathe.
This scum Priest should be passed from prison to prison every yr. or so til he
leaves the planet.

  1△ ▽  

Reply

HalDonahue  •  12 hours ago>  Xaridia

Your comment was a classic example of the extremism turning the US
into a third world nation. Thank you for being a teaching aid

 △  1▽  

Reply

truthhurts •  3 days ago

Any one else sick of Old Forge???
  16△  2▽  

Reply

TheOriginalGrimace  •  3 days ago>  truthhurts

Must be something in the pizza.
  8△ ▽  

Reply

GeorgeJetson1  •  3 days ago>  truthhurts

I'm more sick of Catholic priests. You can't blame Old Forge just because the diocese
assigned this miscreant there.

  10△  3▽  

Reply

truthhurts  •  3 days ago>  GeorgeJetson1

I was referring to all the negative press lately, dirty cops, quarraling educators,
sick priests..... get it?

  12△ ▽  

scranton1 •  3 days ago

Sadly, this type of behavior happens daily. BUT, just let the Catholic Church be involved, and
it's open season. NOT ONE Catholic would ever support this type of behavior. Why blame a
religion for the failings of so few? Don't tell me that you have never known a kind,
compassionate priest? 
Sure, this guy has a big problem. And get the tar and feathers ready. BUT, don't blame one
religion. Or one Church!

Breaks my heart that our Priests who do so much, are lumped into the same group............
gay>>>>pedophile>>>>>money grabbers>>>>>.
Then you don't know the good ones. I won't embarrass them here for ALL the good they do. I'm
sure you know them. Wish I could accept replies, cuz I'd supply you with their names. And you
would agree.

Does anyone in their right mind think Pope Francis is not sickened by this? If so, your on the
wrong track.
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wrong track.

  20△  4▽  

Reply

praytomary  •  2 days ago>  scranton1

All Catholics that go to church and pay or participate in "on line giving" (what a joke)
support this behavior. You all know about the sinister cover up of decades of child rape.
God may be showing you all it is time to leave this perverted religion. Instead of sitting in
church, meet a neighbor, say hello and thank you, be kind to those you meet on the
street, give the hardworking waitress a bigger tip, be more Christian! Please open your
eyes. Christianity has many other options. I am praying for you all.

  5△  2▽  

Reply

neil allen  •  3 days ago>  scranton1

You're lying, which is what we expect form Catholics when it comes to child rape.

Catholics ALL tolerate child rape from their holy leaders. NOT ONE Catholic does What
Jesus Would Do - which is to go find every single victim and get them help.

Instead, Catholics all follow their leaders, letting them get away with child rape as long
as they rape less in the future.

Catholic priests do a lot of good, just like Jerry Sandusky. Jerry did more good than
most Catholic priests, since he was a great coach, and started a charitable foundation.
He also raped a lot of kids. THe difference is that Jerry didn't commit organized child
rape, like the Catholic church does, and didn't do it using the power of god, like the
Catholic church does.

God made this simple - this isn't the church of Jesus Christ. It's the church of Jerry
Sandusky.

  5△  8▽  

Reply

CarmOF  •  3 days ago>  neil allen

Neil Allen......again, as I said about some others earlier, under what rock did you
crawl out from? You too are a reason that northeastern Pennsylvania has such as
poor reputation. Stop embarrassing yourself. Read what you wrote. How could
you be thinking with a sane mind? Please look in a mirror and ask yourself is all is
well in your life.

  5△  1▽  

Reply

GeorgeJetson1  •  2 days ago>  CarmOF

No, NEPA has a bad reputation because of uneducated drunk backwards
haynas who blindly follow "da Catlick church" because they're too dumb
to use their brain cells and actually think.

  7△  4▽  

Reply

MsRarelyWrong  •  2 days ago>  GeorgeJetson1

YEP ... ya got that right!
  2△  3▽  

Reply

scranton1  •  2 days ago>  MsRarelyWrong

Then why do you live here? Time to move on.
  4△  1▽  

MsRarelyWrong  •  2 days ago>  scranton1

Aaaah yes ... The typical "answer" given by those who wish to keep the
"status quo" in place. Been there, heard that, by county employees
nonetheless (oh yea, the type that are "given" a job because of their last
name? Yeah, that type of county employee). I think the better question
posed is, "How about YOU move, since you seem to be a proponent of all
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that is wrong in the area, and thereby help perpetuate the mess!??" I think
those of us who know better, not only need to stay, but need to ensure
that other like-minded people WILL MOVE HERE to help clean the place
up. Lord knows the long-standing residents didn't care enough (or worse,
know how!!) to do it!

  2△  2▽  

Reply

caude_balls  •  2 days ago>  MsRarelyWrong

What we are seeing is what is examined in "The New Anti Catholicism, the
Last Acceptable Prejudice." by Philip Jenkins.

ISBN -10 0195176049

ISBN - 13 978-0195176049

Those old racist and haters simply grasped the old hatred and have
renewed it. And the media embraces it because it sells more ads. The
more bile and irrational bias posted in these comments, the bigger the
paycheck for the mass media. Allowing these minions of David Duke to
burn pixels instead of crosses simply continues to feed the hate - and fill
the coffers of stockholders.

  2△  4▽  

Reply

neil allen  •  a day ago>  caude_balls

What you are seeing is anti-child-rape bigotry, and NO ONE commits
organized child rape, worldwide, in the name of their god, like the Catholic
church.

Thanks for quoting Jenkins, who is at Penn State, where they hid just one
pedophile. Of course the Catholic church in Philly hid 37 known
pedophiles and shredded evidence about it in 1994, at the direction of
Cardinal Bevilacqua, 2 bishops & Msgr Lynn. Msgr Lynn testified to all of it
in jail, but Catholic LOVE their pedophile protectors, so they spent $11
million to keep him out of jail.
Jesus would hate the pedophile cult that rapes children in His name, then
defends the cult.

  3△ ▽  

Reply

neil allen  •  2 days ago>  CarmOF

I re-read what I wrote, which is 100% honest, so Catholics won't
understand it.

  4△  3▽  

Reply

mominvermont  •  2 days ago>  neil allen

Statistically, more teachers are pedophiles than priests. Let's not blame innocent
teachers or innocent priests for the crimes of others.

  6△  2▽  

Reply

GeorgeJetson1  •  2 days ago>  mominvermont

Even if your statistic is true, the big difference is that schools districts will
not provide a safe haven for the pedophiles and shuffle them off to
another school to keep their image and their bank accounts intact. They'll
suspend them and turn them over to te authorities.

  4△  1▽  

neil allen  •  a day ago>  mominvermont

This is a standard Catholic lie, which you would expect from a church that
commits organized child rape.
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The Catholic church admitted 4,392 substantiated, accuse child sex
abusing priests in their own John Jay report. No one in history is even
close, although Catholics will always lie about it.

  2△  1▽  

Reply

scranton1  •  2 days ago>  neil allen

RAPE!!!! Give me a break.

This UNDERAGE kid, met him willingly. Right???

Is this Priest wrong? ABSOLUTELY.!!!!!

Stop all this "rape" stuff. Just fodder for the civil suit coming against the Diocese
of Scranton.

  5△  4▽  

Reply

CarmOF •  3 days ago

George Jetson 1. You've been building too many sprockets lately and inhaling too much
polluted space air. What's WRONG with you? Yes, a priest was arrested, yes the Catholic
Church has had problems that it's dealing with. Its very sad this incident happened and we have
a criminal justice agency to deal with it. I bet if we starting looking at your life, we'll find many
things WRONG with you. Let him who has no sin cast the first stone. The Catholic Church has
done alot of good out there that no one hears about. I'm just as disgusted about what
happened as any good Catholic. You should be ashamed of yourself. You're a prime example
of what gives northeastern Pennsylvania a bad name. I don't use the word scumbag at all, but it
takes one to know one.

  18△  5▽  

Reply

GeorgeJetson1  •  3 days ago>  CarmOF

Spare me your "let him who has no sin cast the first stone" crap. I've never molested, or
abused in any way, a child. So, yes, I will cast stones at those who take advantage of
and ruin the lives of the defenseless. Whether or not the Catholic church has done some
good is irrelevant, they are the world's leading protectors of pedophile scum. No
organization has gone to such great lengths to protect them. All in the name of money
and power. Religion overall has been a boil on the backside of history. Responsible for
most war, violence, hatred, bigotry, and child abuse since the beginning of time. Religion
is for the weak minded who are afraid of the unknown. You sheep are really brainwashed
to believe that if you don't show up to some building every Sunday and confess your
"sins" to a guy in a robe and put your money in the collection basket, that some man in
the sky will banish you to some firey place to burn for eternity.

  20△  9▽  

Reply

mom00  •  3 days ago>  GeorgeJetson1

Please elaborate how religion is responsible for the things you speak of,
particularly, child abuse? I agree the case at hand is disgusting, but all Catholic
priests are not pedophiles and people who follow the faith are not sheep. There
are as many pedophiles in the general population. You shouldn't be so
judgmental regarding others' decisions to follow religion. Maybe a little would
make you less bitter.

  16△  3▽  

GeorgeJetson1  •  3 days ago>  mom00

People routinely use religion as an excuse to beat their kids, this seems to
happen a lot in fundamentalist Christianity. Look at the arranged
marriages of children to grown men in Muslim countries, and how many
have died from sexual abuse.
And how many wars have been fought and acts of terrorism committed
throughout history in the name of their fanatical devotion to an imaginary
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Reply
friend? That mentality is still very prevalent in the Middle East.

  5△  3▽  

Reply

neil allen  •  3 days ago>  mom00

The Catholic church is an organized crime syndicate of child rape.
  5△  6▽  

Reply

MsRarelyWrong  •  2 days ago>  neil allen

It really is starting to seem, so, isn't it? The crime is bad enough, but when
the head honcho comes out and the first word he uses to describe what
occurred is the limp-sounding (no pun intended!) "inappropriate"... I just
want to tear my hair out!!!

  5△  1▽  

Reply

neil allen  •  3 days ago>  CarmOF

The Catholic church has done a lot of good, just like Jerry Sandusky. Jerry did more
good than most Catholic priests, since he was a great coach, and started a charitable
foundation. He also raped a lot of kids.

The difference is that Jerry didn't commit organized child rape, like the Catholic church
does. A quick Google search shows that this priest was moved around a lot, which is
what the Catholic church ALWAYS does with its known pedo-priests.

There's no way this priest is STARTING his child rape carrer at age 57, but he was
protected by his pedophile priest pals, including the ones that heard all of his
confessions after his child rapes, and all of the priests and bishops that moved him.

God made this simple - this isn't the church of Jesus Christ. It's the church of Jerry
Sandusky.

  5△  4▽  

Reply

GeorgeJetson1 •  3 days ago

Yet the haynas will still show up to mass and put their envelopes in the basket. How can anyone
in good conscience give money to this disgusting organization? Your donation will fund this
scumbag's legal representation.

  20△  6▽  

Reply

neil allen  •  3 days ago>  GeorgeJetson1

a-men
  1△  1▽  

Reply

Flynn Writer •  3 days ago

"
  5△ ▽  

Reply

bogeycreek •  2 days ago

Bishop Bam Bam , you must be so proud. Just received my bishops appeal propaganga in the
mail, and I just threw it in the trash.

  4△ ▽  

Katie •  2 days ago

From SNAP: So we urge every current or former Scranton area Catholic church employee or
member to search his or her conscience, find some courage, and spread the word about these
allegations against Fr. Paulish. We urge anyone who may have seen, suspected or suffered
crimes by Fr. Paulish or cover ups by Scranton church officials to call law enforcement
immediately. That kind of prompt, compassionate action is what protects kids.

http://www.snapnetwork.org/pa_...
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